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BACKGROUND:
The United Nations General Assembly has designated 13th October as International Day
for Disaster Reduction (IDDR) to promote a global culture of disaster reduction, including
disaster prevention, mitigation and preparedness. For 25 years, the International Day for
Disaster Reduction (IDDR) has been a major global awareness event to recognize
progress and encourage further efforts to build disaster resilient communities and nations.

The launch of “The Sendai Seven Campaign” by the UN Secretary-General last year was
to promote each of the seven targets over seven years. There were over 24 million
new displacements triggered by disasters in 2016. In these events many people lost their
both their homes and their livelihoods. The Sendai Seven Campaign is focused on
achieving the seven targets of the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction
including substantial reductions in mortality, the number of people affected, economic
losses and damage to infrastructure. Hon’ble Prime Minister of India has given a ten-point
agenda for implementation of Sendai targets. This year’s target is focussed on prevention,
protection and reducing the number of people affected by disasters, Target (b). It
concerns the safety of all but particularly those at greater risk of death, injury, ill-health,
loss of livelihood, displacement and lack of access to basic services from disaster events
including women and children, people living with disabilities, and older persons.

This year’s International Day (IDDR) aims to showcase innovative ways of reducing
the numbers of people affected by disasters through injury, ill-health, loss of the family
home or loss of livelihood. The theme of IDDR for the year 2017 is “HOME SAFE
HOME CAMPAIGN: REDUCING EXPOSURE, REDUCING DISPLACEMENT.”

In 2017, Assam State Disaster Management Auhtority (ASDMA) has conducted Mock
drill in 10 districts of Assam viz. Dhemaji, Jorhat, Majuli, Tinsukia, Sivasagar, Sonitpur,
Morogaon, Darrang, Kokrajhar and Cachar with the support of NDMA under Financial
support to States/UTs for conduct of Mock Exercises. These exercises were held in these
districts to commemorate the celebration of IDDR 2017 on 13th October in all these
districts simultaneously involving several stakeholders. The district wise report of the
event is detailed herewith.

Celebration of IDDR-2017 & District Level Mock Exercise
Cachar District

IDDR Day:

‘Be Disaster aware, Take Action to Prepare’

International Day for Disaster Reduction, held every 13 October, celebrates how people
and communities around the world are reducing their exposure to disasters. The 2017
edition continues under the "Sendai Seven" campaign, centred on the seven targets of
the Sendai Framework. This year's focus is Target B: Reducing the number of affected
people by disasters by 2030.
International Day for Disaster Reduction encourages every individual, community and
government to take part in building more disaster resilient communities and nations.
The UN General Assembly called for the International Day for Disaster Reduction in
1989 as a way to promote a global culture of risk-awareness and disaster reduction.
That includes disaster prevention, mitigation and preparedness. It was originally
celebrated on the second Wednesday of October (Resolution 44/236, 22 December
1989), but after two decades the UN General Assembly formally designated 13 October
as the annual date (Resolution 64/200, 21 December 2009).
13th October is International Day for Disaster Reduction (IDDR), a day dedicated to
raising awareness of disasters and highlighting the steps people can take to protect
themselves, their property and their livelihoods. On 13th October,2017 the
International Day of Disaster Reduction(IDDR) was observed in the District of Cachar.
Disaster:
A disaster is a serious disruption, occurring over a relatively short time, of the
functioning of a community or a society involving widespread human, material,
economic or environmental loss and impacts, which exceeds the ability of the affected
community or society to cope using its own resources.
In contemporary academia, disasters are seen as the consequence of inappropriately
managed risk. These risks are the product of a combination of both hazards and
vulnerability. Hazards that strike in areas with low vulnerability will never become
disasters, as in the case of uninhabited regions.
Developing countries suffer the greatest costs when a disaster hits – more than 95
percent of all deaths caused by hazards occur in developing countries, and losses due to
natural hazards are 20 times greater (as a percentage of GDP) in developing countries
than in industrialized countries.
Disaster Management:
The Disaster Management Act, 2005, (23 December 2005) No. 53 of 2005, was passed
by the Rajya Sabha, the upper house of the Parliament of India on 28 November, and by
the Lok Sabha, the lower house of the Parliament, on 12 December 2005. It received the
assent of The President of India on 9 January 2006. The Disaster Management Act, 2005
has 11 chapters and 79 sections. The Act extends to the whole of India. The Act provides
for "the effective management of disasters and for matters connected therewith or
incidental thereto."

The Act calls for the establishment of National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA),
with the Prime Minister of India as Chairperson. The NDMA may have no more than
nine members including a Vice-Chairperson. All State Governments are mandated under
Section 14 of the act to establish a State Disaster Management Authority (SDMA). The
SDMA consists of the Chief Minister of the State, who is the Chairperson, and no more
than eight members appointed by the Chief Minister. The Chairperson of District
Disaster Management Authority (DDMA) will be the Collector or District Magistrate or
Deputy Commissioner of the district. The Section 44–45 of the Act provides for
constituting a National Disaster Response Force(NDRF) "for the purpose of specialist
response to a threatening disaster situation or disaster"
District Disaster Management Authority(DDMA), Cachar is working as district planning,
coordinating and implementing body for Disaster Management and take all measures
for the purposes of Disaster Management in the District in accordance with the
guidelines laid down by the NDMA & SDMA.
Role of DDMA:
The DDMA, Cachar works on various aspects such as Preparedness, Prevention,
Mitigation, Rescue, Relief, Rehabilitation and Reconstruction, etc. It works on
Rehabilitation Grants and Ex-Gratia which helps to aid the disaster affected victims.
Apart from this it also works with various disaster related innovative proposals and
also works to mitigate pre-resolved issues which poses a threat to mankind and nature.
Over the years DDMA, Cachar has successfully projected its presence in various types of
works and has also in-corporate itself with various other departments to work for the
overall wellbeing. Campaigns like Swachh Bharat, School Safety, etc are joint initiatives
of DDMA along with other departments.
There are number of awareness programs which are carried on by DDMA on a regular
basis and there have been many big mock drills which are being executed in this District
from past many years. Some of the big events organised by DDMA, Cachar include Flood
Mock Drill, IOCL Off-site Drill, Jal Mohora, Drill at IOCL Bottling Plants, PRA Program,
GP-EMEX, SIEMEx, Multi State Mega Mock Drill, VLMCC Training, Fire Safety Drill, etc.
In the year 2017 around 18 people have been affected by various sorts of Disaster and
DDMA has been prompt enough to provide them with instant support & help.
DDMA is an organization which is continuously working for the well-being of others and
we wish to carry on with our tasks more precisely in the coming future also. To
accomplish the task in a better way, all the five Revenue Circles of the district viz.
Silchar Sadar, Udharbond, Katigorah, Sonai and Lakhipur each have constituted a "Circle
Disaster Management Committee(CDMC)”. There are Village Land Management and
Conservation Committee(VLMCC) at the Revenue Village Level so as to move ahead with
the grass root level actions.

THE DAY OF THE EVENT
Schedule:
The International Day for Disaster Reduction was observed in the district of Cachar
through a detail planning. A detail planning of the overall planning was followed by the
preparation of the schedule. The schedule of the program held at Cachar District is as
followingSl Event/Activity
No

Time

Details

Venue

INNAUGURAL SESSION
1

Registration

2
3

Opening
of
program
Lighting the lamp

4

Felicitation process

10.10am

5

Welcome Address

10.20am

6

Speech on Overall 10.25am
Program
&
its
objectives
10.30am

7

9.00am10.00am
the 10.00am

Speech
by
the
Honourable Guests.

10.05am

10.45am
11.05am

8

Vote of Thanks

Tea Break

11.15am
11.20-11.30am

9

Mega Mock Drill at 11.30am
various sites

10

Brief Presentation on 11.30am"Home Safe Home"
12noon
Brief Presentation on 12pm-12.30pm
Behavioural Changes
in
Disaster
Risk
Reduction.

11

Staff of DDMA.

District
Library
Auditorium
Monami Bhattacharjee, District
Library
Field Officer
Auditorium
Dignitaries& Invitees
District
Library
Auditorium
Nivedita Devi, Disaster District
Library
Professional
Ruhely Auditorium
Nath &Masuma Ancer
(Field Officer)
ADC Cum CEO, DDMA.
District
Library
Auditorium
DPO, DDMA
District
Library
Auditorium
Dr. Ajit K. Bhattacharjee,
SDM & HO.
The Honourable Deputy
Speaker of Assam L.A,
Shri Dilip Kumar Paul.
The DC Cum Chairman,
DDMA.
Monami Bhattacharjee,
Field Officer
Tea Break

Response
Agencies
NDRF/SDRF,
Fire
Service, Assam Riffles,
Police, other teams,
Volunteers.
TECHNICAL SESSION
Prof Arjun Shill, NIT
Silchar.
Dr. Ratna Huiriem & Dr.
L. Katiresan, Professor,
A.U. Silchar.

District
Library
Auditorium
District
Library
Auditorium
District
Library
Auditorium
K.V. Silchar:
Don Bosco Silchar;
Goldighi Municipal
Mall

District
Library
Auditorium
District
Library
Auditorium

12

Brief presentation on
"Mainstreaming
Swachh
Silchar
Initiative in Disaster
Risk Reduction"
13 Brief presentation on
"Family Preparedness
Plan"
14 Stage Play on "Home
Safe Home-Reducing
Exposure, Reducing
Displacement"
Lunch Break

12.30-1pm-

Dr. Rajib Biswas, Asst. District
Library
Prof. SMCH.
Auditorium

1pm-1.30pm

Monami Bhattacharjee &
Ruhely
Nath,
Field
Officer
Students of A.U, Dept. of
Social Work, Silchar.

District
Library
Auditorium

Lunch Break

District
Library
Auditorium

1.30pm-2pm

2.00pm-2.30pm

District
Library
Auditorium

VALEDICTORY SESSION
15

Lesson
Session

Learnt 2.30pm-4.00pm

16

Closing Remarks of 4.00pm
the Program
Tea Time
4.00pm

INNAUGURAL SESSION:
Registration- Around 1000 people were invited
to be a part of IDDR event at Cachar District, so
to note the name and number of attendants
present a registration process was carried on
which started from 9.00am which continued till
10.30am on the day of the event. The
registration was carried on by DDMA Officials.
Opening of the Program- The program was
started off by Monami Bhattacharjee, Field
Officer with a brief note on the overall program.
Followed by this, the guests were then
requested to come and take their seats on the
dais. The name of the guests who were present
on the dais is as following-

Observers Presentation: District
Library
1. Insp. Mithilesh Kr. Auditorium
NDRF Team.
3. Dr. Ajit Kumar
Bhattacharjee, SDM &
HO.
4.DPO,DDMA
CEO,DDMA, Cachar
District
Library
Auditorium
Tea Time
District
Library
Auditorium










Shri. Dilip Kumar Paul, Honourable Deputy Speaker of Assam Legislative
Assembly.
Dr. S. Lakshmanan (IAS), Deputy Commissioner cum Chairman, DDMA, Cachar
Shri. Rajib Roy, ACS, Additional Deputy Commissioner cum CEO,DDMA, Cachar
Shri. Shekhar Dey, Officer on Special Duty to Honourable Chief Minister, Assam.
Dr. Ajit Kr. Bhattacharjee, SDM & HO
Shri Arjun Sheel, Professor, Assam University
Dr. Ratna Huriem, Professor, Department of Social Work, NIT Silchar
Dr. L. Katiresan, Professor, Department of Social Work, NIT Silchar

Felicitation Process- The felicitation program was undertaken by Ruhely Nath Field
Officer (DM) & Nibedita Devi Disaster professional, Cachar putting an "Uttoriyo" across
all the guests and then they were gifted with "an Orange Sapling". Over the years the
felicitation program has been done by gifting the guests with flowers, gifts, mementos,
etc. But this time, we decided to do something different and so we gave this sapling as a
gift to all our guests with an appeal to carry forward this practice to make our Earthgreener place to live in.
Welcome Address-The welcome address was given by Shri Rajib Roy, Additional
Deputy Commissioner cum CEO, DDMA, Cachar. At the very first starting of his speech
he welcomed all to this event and then he gave a short description on the day's program.
He also requested each of them to be present all throughout the program and actively
participate in the overall event.
Speech on Overall Program & its objectives- The speech on the overall objectives of
the program, its aspects and prospects were described in detail by Shri Shamim Ahmed
Laskar, DPO, DDMA, Cachar. He also discussed in detail the importance of the day, along
with various programs that have been conducted by DDMA, Cachar.
Speech by Honourable guests- All the guests who were earlier requested to be present
on the stage now came up with some good words of worth from there end. All the guests
who spoke on the event, had well appreciated the DDMA, Cachar and its functionalities.
They also encouraged the entire team of DDMA, Cachar to continue the good work.

Vote of Thanks- The vote of thanks was the last part of the inaugural session which was
given by Shri Shamim Ahmed Laskar, District Project Officer Disaster Management.
MOCK DRILL
From 11.30am onwards mock drill on earthquake started in three different places of
Silchar. The three different places where the drill was carried on were Kendriya
Vidyalaya, Tarapur; Goldighi Municipal Mall, Premtala & Don Bosco School, Ramnagar.
The rescue operation was carried on by NDRF, SDRF, Fire Station, Assam Riffles, Assam
Police & Traffic. The drill was displayed by students & teachers in both the schools and
for the drill to be carried out at the Mall, some volunteers were deployed for this
purpose. The entire drill was live telecasted from all the three venues by a local TV
Channel so that more number of people can be reached through this Awareness Drill.
Goldighi Municipal Mall(Venue1): The Drill started at Goldighi Municipal Mall where
the scenario of earthquake affected was showcased. The drill was carried on by all
deputed rescue teams and a team of 45 volunteers including the staff of Mall also
worked together for the successful completion of the drill. The observer present at that
site was Biprajit Paul Choudhury, Field Officer, Disaster Management.

Kendriya Vidyalaya(Venue2): The next drill was at K.V. (Central School) Tarapur,
where the students and teachers participated at the drill. Here Drop, Cover & Hold was
also practised by all the participants. The school also followed their School Disaster
Management Plan and successfully participated in the drill. The observer present at that
site was Nibedita Devi, Disaster Professional, DDMA.

Don Bosco School(Venue3): The next drill was at Don Bosco School, Ramnagar,
Silchar, where the students and teachers participated at the drill. Here drop, cover &
hold was also practised by all the participants. The school also followed their School
Disaster Management Plan/Evacuation Plan and successfully participated in the drill.
The observer present at that site was Rajib Gupta, Independent consultant (DM).

TECHNICAL SESSION:
Presentation on "Home Safe Home- Reducing Exposure, Reducing Displacement"This was the first presentation of the technical session and this was presented by
Professor Arjun Sheel, Asst. Prof. Department of Civil Engineering, NIT Silchar. The
presentation was all about safe construction practices and how to construct houses and
make them less vulnerable whenever an earthquake occurs.

Presentation on Behavioural changes in Disaster Risk Reduction& flood
management- The second presentation was from Dr. Ratna Huriem & Dr. L. Katiresan,
Asst. Professors, Social Work Department, Assam University where they discussed in
detail that what behavioural changes each one of us should adopt to make our greater
home- the earth a safer & less vulnerable place to dwell in and flood and its
management through community involvement.
Presentation on "Mainstreaming Swachh Silchar Initiative in Disaster Risk
Reduction"- This lecture was given by Dr. Rajib Biswas, Asst. Professor, Silchar Medical
College and Hospital where he showcased various dimensions related to Mainstreaming
Swachh Silchar Initiative in Disaster Risk Reduction.
Stage Play on "Home Safe Home-Reducing Exposure, Reducing Displacement"- The
technical session ended with a lighter note by a stage play on Disaster Management. A
stage plays on the theme of 2017 IDDR was presented by students of Departments of
Social Work, Assam University which was supervised by Masuma Ancer Laskar, Field
Officer, Disaster Management.

Fig: Presentation by Prof Ratna Huriem, Assam University
VALEDICTORY SESSION:
Lesson Learnt Session-The last session of the program was the valedictory session
where some of the observers who were present at the drill site and some guests gave
presentations on the good practices and what are the aspects that need to be a little
more of emphasis. Here Dr. Ajit Kumar Bhattacharjee, SDM & HO spoke about the good
points along with pin pointing some aspects which needs to be re-considered like
resource management, crowd management and sudden alert or readiness in any sort of

unplanned disaster. Here the NDRF Inspector, Shri Mithilesh Kumar also spoke about
the ease and difficulties that came across him and his team in carrying with the drill.
Representative from Schools (Don Bosco School & KV, Tarapur) and Gol Dighi
Municipal Mall have also shared their experience of the overall drill and its future
impacts.
Closing Remarks of the Program- The closing remarks of the program was given by
CEO, DDMA & DPO, DDMA with a request to all the participants to remain associated
with our team even in the coming future days and requested all Departments to special
emphasis on the short comings of the drill and report accordingly.
PRESS/MEDIA COVERAGE
The overall program was live-telecasted by a local TV Channel-BTN. Four newspapers of
this valley viz. Dainik Jugasankha, Dainik Prantojyoti, Samayik Prasango and Eastern
Chronicle showcased our events through a write up in their paper. Two local channelsIshaan Bangla & BTN also covered our event through their news.

SOME HIGH POINTS OF THE PROGRAM
 The overall program was live-telecasted so that maximum number of people of
this valley could be reached.
 All the guests were gifted with "an orange sapling"- a new move towards ecofriendly environment.
 All hospitals were pre-alerted for good functioning of the drill and activated the
IRS Team.
 Engagement of the guests through presentation from various learned ends,
rather than just letting them go during the period when the mock drills were
going on.
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Celebration of IDDR-2017 & District Level Mock Exercise
Darrang District

Celebration of IDDR-2017 & District Level Mock Exercise
Dhemaji District

Report on International Risk Reduction Day Celebration, 13th October, 2017 Dhemaji
district
The International Day for Disaster Reduction (IDDR) is a day to celebrate how people
and communities are reducing their risk to disasters and raising awareness about the
importance of DRR. It's also a day to encourage every citizen and government to take part in
building more disaster resilient communities and nations.
The District Disaster Management Authority, Dhemaji observed the International Day
for Disaster Risk Reduction (IDDR, 2017), in collaboration with National Disaster Response
Force (NDRF) 12 Bn, Dhemaji Station and 8th Assam Bn NCC, 72 BN NCC, Dhemaji College
Unit on 13th October 2017 at Dhemaji College Campus, Dhemaji.
Mrs. Roshni Aparanji Korati, IAS, Deputy Commissioner & Chairman, DDMA,
Dhemaji was the Chief Guest on the occasion and inaugurated the event and delivered an
inaugural speech. Dr. Dipak Kr. Neog, Principal, Dhemaji College gave the welcome speech.
Over 120 Participants attended the day long workshop and over 500 students have
participated in the event.
The occasion was participated by various Govt. line departments i.e. Health & Family
Welfare, Police, Fire & Emergency Services, PHE, Social Welfare, PWD (B), PWD(Roads),
Veterinary, Agriculture, Irrigation, Water Resource, Fishery Department, Information & Public
Relation department and NDRF.
Along with the observance of the International Day for Disaster Reduction (IDDR), a
Mock Drills on Earthquake Safety was also organised in College Campus with help of NDRF,
SDRF and NCC Dhemaji College Unit and Dhemaji Civil Hospital.

Inaugural Speech By Deputy
Commissioner, Dhemaji

Inaugural Speech By Principal,
Dhemaji College

IDDR General meeting at Dhemaji
College

Rescue of victims from high rise
building

Evacuation of injured students

Briefing of NDRF personnel before
conducting Earthquake Mock Drill

Rescue of victims from high rise
building

Doctors & Paramedics providing
first Aids to victims

Referral of victims to the Civil
Hospital by 108 ambulance

Injured person evacuated by
cutting wall

Major injured victims treated at
Civil Hospital, Dhemaji

Referral of victims to the Civil
Hospital by 108 ambulance

Victims received by the Civil
Hospital Authority

Major injured victims treated at
Civil Hospital, Dhemaji

Celebration of IDDR-2017 & District Level Mock Exercise
Majuli District

GOVERNMENT OF ASSAM
OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER , MAJULI
DISRICT :- MAJULI .
(DDMA BRANCH )
Tel : 03775-274424
Fax : 03775-274475

No. MDM(Training).5/2016/

Email: - dcmajuli@gmail.com

Dated 09-11-2017

Report on Mock Drill and celebration of IDDR Day on 13th October, 2017
in Majuli district.
This year's International Day (IDDR) aims to showcase innovative ways of reducing
the numbers of people affected by disasters through injury, ill-health, loss of the
family home or loss of livelihood. The theme of IDDR for the year 2017 is “HOME
SAFE
HOME
CAMPAIGN:
REDUCING
EXPOSURE,
REDUCING
DISPLACEMENT.” Majuli District also focus on the theme as per guideline and
instruction received. DDMA Majuli successfully completed the event on IDDR on 13
October 2017 at Majuli Auniati Hemchandra H.S School in association with Assam
State Disaster Management Authority (ASDMA) and supported by National Disaster
Management Authority (NDMA), Govt. of India. The event included District level
joint Mock Exercise with NDRF/SDRF and Civil Defence at mentioned school
campus. Accordingly schedule wise the event was as follows.
•

DDMA identified the community hall for inaugural function of the IDDR,
which was an auditorium with 1000 set capacity and participation from all
Line Department, Resource person, All Organization, Teachers, NGOs,
Students of the six Nos. of Schools and community etc.

•

A successful talk/discussion on the theme of this year’s IDDR day “HOME
SAFE HOMECAMPAIGN: REDUCING EXPOSURE, REDUCING
DISPLACEMENT” by the Hon’ble Deputy Commissioner Majuli, CEO
DDMA, Executive Engineer PWD Building, Resource person and other Senior
Citizen present in the inauguration function. Mainly discussion on this year's
International Day (IDDR) aims to showcase innovative ways of reducing the
numbers of people affected by disasters through injury, ill-health, loss of the
family home or loss of livelihood. After inaugural function the District level
Mock Exercise started, in participation with NDRF Dhemaji ,SDRF/ Fire &
Emergency service Majuli, Civil defence team Majuli,108 & 104 staff, PHE
Department, Medical Staff and various NGOs .The Mock drill was shown

basically on the earthquake and Fire Incident at School campus. The
earthquake incident covered entire classes in the school and during the fire
incident a temporary school building was set up near the school campus. A
Total as 50 Nos. of Student along with all the staff of Teachers in Auniati
Hemchandra H.S School participated in the Mock Drill Exercise. After the
mass causality incident 50 injured victims were rescued by the Fire &
Emergency Service, SDRF /NDRF and Civil Defence team as per plan &
norms . Accordingly in collaboration with the 108 & 104 staff are immediately
carried to the serious injured at civil Hospital Kamalabari. All medical staff
smoothly and systematically provide treatment to the victims as per hospital
emergency plan & norms. Doctors along with paramedics staff are handling the
situation applying the casualty wards their trauma care skills to patient care.
Entire Mock Drill process was monitored by CEO,DDMA & CO Majuli
Revenue Circle, resource person and local evaluators
•

After the Mock Drill exercise, a Hotwash session was held at the Auditorium
of Majuli Milan Sangha,Kamalabari for gap analysis and the Resource Person
& public shared their experiences and provide necessary suggestive measures
to prevent the impact of disasters in future.

• DDMA Majuli invited the Electronic and Print media on the day of the event
i.e. on 13th October 2017 for awareness & advertisement /media plan to
popularize the event and also DDMA Majuli grab the adequate photography &
video recording in the event of International Day for Disaster Reduction
(IDDR) 2017.

Photographs of the Event

Deputy Commissioner, Majuli during the event

A view of the participants in innauguration

NDRF team responding to the situation

NDRF team responding to the situation

NDRF team on the site

108 team carrying victims to hospital

Fire & ES Team responding to the situation

Field Triage to the burn injured victims

Media Briefing of the event

Hospital DM plan activated

Doctors & paramedics responded to the situation

View of the school students participating during
the mock drill

Celebration of IDDR-2017 & District Level Mock Exercise
Jorhat District

Celebration of IDDR-2017 & District Level Mock Exercise
Kokrajhar District

REPORT OF
DISTRICT LEVEL MOCK DRILL & CELEBRATION OF IDDR 2017
DISTRICT DISASTER MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY, KOKRAJHAR

The day long program for Celebration of International Day for Disaster
Reduction (IDDR) 2017 was successfully conducted by DDMA Kokrajhar at
Commerce College, Kokrajhar
on 13th October 2017. More
than

200

students

from

different colleges and officials
like health, 108, police, Fire &
Emergency

Service,

NDRF,

Circle

officials,

PWD,

PHE,

Social

Welfare, NGOs

were

participated in the program.
Background of the Programme:
The United Nations General Assembly has designated 13th October as
International Day for Disaster Reduction (IDDR) to promote a global culture of
disaster reduction, including
disaster

prevention,

mitigation

and

preparedness. For 25 years,
the International Day for
Disaster Reduction (IDDR)
has been a major global
awareness
recognize

event

to

progress

and

encourage further efforts to build disaster resilient communities and nations.

The launch of “The Sendai Seven Campaign” by the UN Secretary-General last
year was to promote each of the seven targets over seven years. There were over
24 million new displacements triggered by disasters in 2016. In these events
many people lost their both their homes and their livelihoods. The Sendai Seven
Campaign is focused on
achieving the seven targets
of the Sendai Framework
for

Disaster

Reduction

Risk
including

substantial reductions in
mortality, the number of
people affected, economic
losses

and

damage

infrastructure.

to

Hon’ble

Prime Minister of India has given a ten-point agenda for implementation of
Sendai targets. This year’s target is focused on prevention, protection and
reducing the number of people affected by disasters, Target (b). It concerns the
safety of all but particularly those at greater risk of death, injury, ill-health, loss
of livelihood, displacement
and lack of access to basic
services

from

disaster

events including women
and children, people living
with disabilities, and older
persons.

This

year's

International Day (IDDR)
aims

to

showcase

innovative ways of reducing the numbers of people affected by disasters through
injury, ill-health, loss of the family home or loss of livelihood. The theme of IDDR

for the year 2017 is “HOME SAFE HOME CAMPAIGN: REDUCING EXPOSURE,
REDUCING DISPLACEMENT.”
In this Connection, A public Meeting on the theme of, “HOME SAFE HOME
CAMPAIGN: REDUCING EXPOSURE, REDUCING DISPLACEMENT” was held at
Auditorium Hall, Commerce College, Kokrajhar. Briefing on the objectives of the
programme

Mr.

Kamal

Kishor

Hazarika, DPO, DDMA, Kokrajhar
stressed the need of partnership
among all the stakeholders to devise
effective

measures

to

alleviate

community risks during disaster.
Several prominent persons including
Vice

Chancellor

of

Bodoland

University Prof. Hemanta Kumar Baruah, Mr. Padum Bahadur Chetri, ADC
Kokrajhar, Mr. PC Barman ADC, Kokrajhar, Mr. Debeswar Bora ADC Kokrajhar,
Mr. Raju Narzary, Director NERSWAN, Principal of Commerce College were
participated in the programme and explained the significance of observing the
day to ensue risk reduction with regards to natural and man-made disasters. The
meeting was also attended by the teachers and students of local colleges,
government officials, media personnel and members of Press Club and NGO
volunteers.
Followed by the Public Meeting,
A mass casualty accident due to
earthquake was simulated at the
Commerce College of Kokrajhar
Town with 30-35 nos. injured
victims and responded by the
different district level emergency
responding agencies i.e. Health, Police, fire & ES, NDRF and Civil defense
personnel etc. towards the injured victims.

A triage area was setting up at the site
of “Disaster” and all injured was
triaged with the monitoring of the
paramedical teams. The colour coded
patients (Red, Yellow, Green, black)
were transported by GVK-EMRI 108
Ambulance

Service

to

RNB

Civil

Hospital, Kokrajhar immediately. In
the Hospital, the emergency plan was
set into motion and doctor’s nurses,
Stretchers, Pharmacies and equipment
were mobilized to accommodate the
additional flow of the patients.
The

whole

mock

exercise

was

conducted by the supervision of Mr.
Hanuman, Inspector 1st Bn. NDRF,
Guwahati and his team.
The entire drill was monitored by
observer

and

Addl.

deputy

commissioner of Kokrajhar District.
Following the drill a debriefing session
called “Hot Wash” was conducted at
the 2nd half of the Day. In this session
all the participants will self-scrutinize
and works on their respective areas
for improvements.

DRILL SEQUENCE
12:00 Noon: EQ Strikes (Siren will Sound at College Campus)
12:02 PM: Class teacher will evacuate the student from the
Class room safely to open space
12:03 PM: Principal will activate disaster response system &
will mobilize NSS team for any help required to evacuate
students.
12:10 PM: NSS/ Volunteers will start evacuation of the
effected student & take them to open space (which is preidentified)
12:13 PM: NSS inform to Principal that fire caught up in
Commerce College & parts of College building collapsed. Some
students are trapped. Principal informed DEOC for requisition
of SDRF.
12:15 PM: DEOC informs Police to verify the report, Staging
area manager asked to activate and to deploy resources (SDRF
Team/Fire tender/Ambulances/Medical QRT to site from
staging area) and also directs Jt. Director Health services to
activate Hospitals to receive casualties.
12:20 PM: Fire & ES arrived in the site as first responder and
started their action
12:22 PM: Paramedical Staff/ Medical Team arrived in the
Site and set up the First Aid post.
12:25 PM: NDRF team arrived and deployed the team for
rescue operation.
12:30 PM Medical Team triaged the causalities with colour
coded bandage and will be transported to by GVK EMRI service
to RNB Civil Hospital and MRM Memorial Civil Hospital.
12:30 PM Police will escort the whole incident area and also
create a Green Corridor from Commerce College to RNB Civil
Hospital, Kokrajhar for easy transportation of the causality.
12:35 PM: RNB civil hospital emergency plan will be set into
motion, and doctors, nurses, stretchers, pharmacies and
equipment will be mobilized to accommodate the additional
flow of patients.
01:30 PM Incident Commander Brief about the overall
situation to responsible officer (Incidents, Casualties, Forces
deployed, Number of casualties sent to different Hospitals etc.)
All clear signal received from site for closure of operations.

Photographs of the Event

A view of the innauguration function, Kokrajhar

View of the participants in innauguration

SDRF & NDRF team responding to the situation

A view of the field triage during the Mock drill

NDRF team performing the field triage

NDRF team showing rope rescue of victims

Celebration of IDDR-2017 & District Level Mock Exercise
Morigaon District

REPORT ON CELEBRATION OF IDDR DAY IN MORIGAON

The “International Day for Disaster Reduction 2017” was observed
by DDMA Morigaon on 13th October at Ghana Kanta Baruah College of
Morigaon District with giving emphasis on the theme” “HOME SAFE HOME
CAMPAIGN: REDUCING EXPOSURE, REDUCING DISPLACEMENT”. The
event was started with a Inaugural function which was inaugurated by Mrs.
Archana Bordoloi, Chairman, Morigaon Municipal Board and said about the
importance of disaster preparedness among the students. He gave emphasis
on women and Girls who are more vulnerable towards natural hazards. He
cited the example of various disaster happened in different place and the
suffering of female population.
The programme was attended by the CEO, DDMA, Chairman, Morigaon
Municipal Board Morigaon, Principal, GKB, college, Morigaon,DPO, DDMA,
Shri Mahendra Saikia, CEO, District Somola Mahila Sangha,Morigaon ,NDRF,
SDRF, Fire Man ,Lot Mandals from five Revenue Circles, Local Volunteer, all
ward commissioner and line department .

INAUGURAL FUNCTION:
The inaugural function was chaired by Smti Archana Bordoloi,
Chairman, Morigaon Municipal Board. Sri Rana Bora ADC & CEO DDMA
Morigaon, Sri Bishnu Prasad Upadhay, Principal GKB College, Morigaon, Mr.
Amit Kr. Singh, Inspector, 1BN NDRF were also present. Mr Mahendra
Saikia(CEO, District Somola Mahila Sangha,Morigaon) was invited as chief
guest and explained the various disaster and its preparedness strategies with
especial reference to women and girl. He reiterated the greater role of the
community for preparedness activities by involving community people
irrespective of caste, creed, and sex.

MOCK DRILL:
The mock drill showed an earthquake scenario where a college building
of GKB college partly collapsed. A fire incident also occurred due electric
short circuit. On receiving information from college authorities, NDRF, SDRF
and ambulance service arrives on the site. Emergency evacuation plan was
followed by NDRF and SDFR. A triage was formed where color codes of Red,
Green, Yellow, Black were used to show the severity of injuries of the victims.
Meanwhile the health team arrived with doctors, paramedics and nurses.
They provided the marooned with necessary health checkups and first aid. A
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trauma Care unit was also functionalized to provide medical care to the
patients.
Police department and CRPF were deployed to maintain law and order in the
area. A separate tent was set up for health department wherein all the injured
victims were given first hand treatment. Severely injured victims were
immediately sent to Morigaon Civil Hospital by ambulance service for further
treatment.
The earthquake mock drill was designed to engulf participation of public as
well as college students. The third floor of the GKB building was assumed to
be full of people which needed immediate evacuation. The NDRF & SDRF
immediately placed their rescue equipments. A high tensile rope was fixed
from top of the building to the ground at an angle of 45 degrees for smooth
evacuation of people from top of the floor to the ground. Highly injured
victims were transferred using compact plastic beds. Victims with minor
injuries were evacuated using rope knots.
Along with the earthquake, a fire scene was also simulated; two
classrooms were assumed to be engulfed in fire. NDRF, SDRF and fire
department demonstrated their fire fighting & rescue skills.
Around 600 nos of student and 15 Nos. of collage teacher participated
in the programme. Around 350 disaster related leaflets distributed among the
students. To encourage students DDMA, Morigaon and GKB college
authorities took initiative to conduct an Essay Competition among the
students of 11th and 12th standard.
The programme was ended with vote of thanks from CEO, DDMA,
Morigaon.

(Minakshi Rahman)
District Project Officer
District Disaster Management Authority
Morigaon
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Photographs of the Event

A view of the innauguration function, Morigaon

A view of the participants in innauguration

NDRF team responding to the situation

NDRF team responding to the situation

NDRF team showing rope rescue of victims

Hospital DM plan activated

Celebration of IDDR-2017 & District Level Mock Exercise
Sivasagar District

IDDR REPORT-2017
The District Disaster Management Authority, Sivasagar with support from Assam State Disaster
Management Authority, Dispur& National Disaster Management Authority has celebrated the
International Day for Disaster Reduction at MCB Hall of Joysagar College, Sivasagaron 13th October, 2017
from 10 A.M. onwards.The day long programme was started with inaugural function flowing District
Level Mock Drill and Hot wash & Valediction thereafter.
Approximate 300 nos of total participants from different Line Deptts. of District Administration,
Colleges, Schools, Print Media, Civil Defence, Fire & Emergency Service, ONGC, local Army, NDRF, NGOs
etc. have participated in the IDDR day. The Chairman, ZillaParishad, Sivasagar cum Co-Chairman of
District Disaster Management Authority, Sivasagar inaugurated the IDDR function and thereafter the
prominent invited Guest Faculty/Lecturer Dr. SoumarjyotiMahant (Geologist), Principal Sivasagar
Commerce College spoke on the background of IDDR, the theme of IDDR 2017 “HOME SAFE HOME
CAMPAIGN: REDUCING EXPOSURE, REDUCING DISPLACEMENT” and the Seven Sendai Global Targets of
United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR). Other Guests i.e. CEO, ZillaParshad, JDHS
and Rtd. Dy. Controller, Civil Defence alsokept their valuable speeches on the inaugural function. A Stage
Play in OjapaliI Tuneon Disaster Safety tips was also performed by a local Artists Group called
PragatiSilpiSangha. The inaugural function ended with the vote of thanks of the DPO,DDMA, Sivasagar.
Before starting the MOCK Drill, a Table Top exercise was conducted. The NDRF 12 Bn. Itanagar
along with volunteers & Officials of Civil Defence, Sivasagar, Health Officials, F & ES, Scouts & Guides
Teachers, ONGC Fire Deptt.’s Officials, 108 Staff etc. formulated the sequences of the Mock Drill.
It was about 1.30 P.M., an Earthquake & Fire occurred at the College Campus, Joysagar College.
The College Authority as soon as informed the Dist. Administration about the incident and sought
assistance. The District Administration(RO) as per IRS deployed Incident Commander to the spot and
simultaneously sent local Civil DefenceTeam, F & ES & medical teams. The Response teams immediately
moved to the spot and rescued the mock victims and provide First Aid by establishing First Aid Post. Fire
& Emergency Service, Sivasagar and ONGC Fire Service also immediately took control over fire. A few
mock victims were found trapped and could not be rescued by the First Responders. Then the Incident
Commander sought the Assistance of NDRF 12 Bn. stationed at Sivasagar town. The NDRF team
immediately afterreceiving the message reached the place of incident and rescued the trapped victims.
Simultaneously all 22 (twenty two) mock victims were triaged at the Temporary Medical Post and
referred to the nearest Civil Hospital, Joysagar. At the Civil Hospital, the victims were treated as per
Hospital DM Plan. After completion of the Search & Rescue Operation all Team Leaders reported to the
Incident Commander about the clearance of their operations and then the Incident Commander as per
direction of RO (Responsible Officer) declared about closing of the Search & Rescue Operation at 2.40
P.M.
Sri DN Patil, DGM, Fire, ONGC Nazira& Dr. UdayadityaRajkonwar, SDM & HO, Civil Hospiital,
Joysagar were the two independent observers who monitored each & every activities of the Mock Drill.
The Observers kept their findings, gaps of the Mock Drill at the Hot Wash session started from 3.30 P.M.
and suggested the concerned Stake Holders to rectify the same in future. At last the programme was
ended successfully at 4 P.M.

District Disaster Management Authority, Sivasagar

PHOTOGRAPHS:

(Participants at Inaugural Function)

(Inauguration of IDDR Day by Co-Chairman DDMA)

District Disaster Management Authority, Sivasagar

(Guest Lecturer Dr. SoumarjyoriMahanta)

(State Drama on Disaster by Local Artist)
District Disaster Management Authority, Sivasagar

(ONGC Fire & State Fire Personnel at Mock Drill)

(First Aid & Triage to Mock Victims)
District Disaster Management Authority, Sivasagar

(NDRF at Rescue Operation)

(Treatment to Mock Victims at Civil Hospital)

District Disaster Management Authority, Sivasagar

(Treatment to Mock Victims at Civil Hospital)

(Observer’s Opinion at Hot Wash Session)

District Disaster Management Authority, Sivasagar

Celebration of IDDR-2017 & District Level Mock Exercise
Sonitpur District

Photographs of the Event

A view of the innauguration function at Tezpur,
Sonitpur district

A view of the participants during Mock drill
exercise

Civil Defence volunteers responding to the
situation

SDRF and Fire &ES team responding to the
situation

SDRF evacuating victims by inflated bed and
NDRF team through rope rescue

Victims were shifted to the hospital

Celebration of IDDR-2017 & District Level Mock Exercise
Tinsukia District

GOVT. OF ASSAM
OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER:: TINSUKIA
(DISTRICT DISASTER MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY)
No. TSK/DDMA/04/2017/39

Date. 08 /11/2017

Report on
Celebration of International Day for Disaster Reduction (IDDR) in Tinsukia District

The District Disaster Management Authority (DDMA), Tinsukia in collaboration with Assam
State Disaster Management Authority supported by National Disaster Management Authority had

organized a district level Mock Drill to celebrate
celebrate the International Day for Disaster Reduction
(IDDR) at Women’s College, Tinsukia on 13th October, 2017 at 11:00 am.
In this occasion, a meeting regarding the celebration of International Day for Disaster
Reduction and on the theme, “Home Safe Home” was held at the Auditorium of Women’s
College, Tinsukia with an inaugural function. Sri Prabeen Kr. Baruah, District Chief Warden, Civil

Defence, Tinsukia inaugurated the function. Dr. Hari Narayan Borkataky, Chairman, Indian Red
Cross Society, Tinsukia Branch, Dr. Rajib Bordoloi, Principal, Women’s College, Tinsukia, Sri
Ratan Saud, DIPRO, Tinsukia, Sri Kaushalendra Singh, Associate Professor, Women’s College,
Tinsukia, Sri Biren Ch. Borah, Fire & Emergency Services were present in the meeting and

delivered speech on disaster preparedness. After the meeting, a mock drill was conducted with
the support of NDRF, SDRF, F&ES, Civil Defence, EMRI 108, Police, Health Deptt, NGOs, NSS

Students and students of Women’s College in the college premises. An earthquake and fire
incident was simulated to check the disaster preparedness.
preparedness. The Civil Hospital, Tinsukia and

Pinewood Hospital (pvt) also supported in successfully conducting the Mock Drill. More than 500
students, teachers, Govt Officials, members of NGOs, Civil Defence officials and volunteers,
doctors, paramedics participated in the whole exercise.

After the exercise, a Hotwash session was held at the Auditorium of Women’s College,
Tinsukia for gap analysis and the stakeholders shared their experiences and suggested
measures to prevent the impact of disasters on societies.

DPO, DDMA Tinsukia

Inauguration of IDDR Day at the Auditorium of Women’s College, Tinsukia by Sri Prabeen Kr.
Baruah, District Chief Warden, Civil Defence, Tinsukia

Students, teachers, Govt. Officials, members of NGOs, Civil Defence officials and
volunteers, doctors, paramedics participated in the meeting.

NDRF, SDRF, F&ES, Civil Defence, EMRI 108, Police, Health Deptt, NGOs, NSS Students and
students of Women’s College participated in the Mock Drill.

Hospital Preparedness

Media Coverage of the Celebration of IDDR-2017
and Mock Exercise in 10 Districts of Assam

MEDIA COVERAGE OF THE EVENT

Media coverage of the event held at Majuli district

Media coverage of the event held at Cachar district

Media coverage of the event held at Jorhat district

Media coverage of the event held at Kokrajhar district

Media coverage of the event held at Sonitpur district (Tezpur)

Media coverage of the event held at Tinsukia district

